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Why Hadronic Weak Interactions?
We know there is a quark-quark Weak interaction:!

…but we don’t fully understand observations because the low-energy (non-
perturbative) limit of QCD controls how the HWI manifests itself. Need to 
study simpler systems:!

Non-leptonic Flavor-changing!
meson decays: EFT is effective, but, e.g.,  ΔI=1/2 rule not fully understood!

baryon decays: ΔS=1 hyperon decay properties don’t follow from QCD symmetries!

Flavor-conserving NN Interactions!

Ah(~n + 139La) = (9.55± 0.35)⇥ 10�2

A�(
180Hf ⇤ ! 180Hf + �) = �(1.66± 0.18)⇥ 10�2

•  ΔS=0 : is strange quark or light quark dynamics in general responsible for hyperon decay?!
•  Sensitive to NC effects at low energy, probes the QCD ground state!
•  NN and few-body systems!

Hallmark is use of PV to single out weak part of interaction!

Enhanced PV signal!
from compound nuclear 

resonances!
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SM Framework for HWI
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Current-current form at low energy (ΛQCD < q < v)!
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Calculation of the NN Weak Interaction (q < ΛQCD)!
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DDH: Model dependent, seven (non-elementary) meson-nucleon 
couplings:!

EFT: Model-independent, QCD symmetries built in, perturbative 
expansion in q/Λ, pionful (q~140MeV) theory has six parameters!

Lattice QCD: Gold standard!
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PV Observables in terms of DDH Parameters
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•  Recent experiments focus on simple NN and few-nucleon systems!
•  Many-body systems are also beginning to contribute via measurements of the 

nuclear anapole moment!
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The Current Experimental Landscape, DDH-Style
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Recent re-analysis of 
pp data by Haxton 
and Holstein presets 
a clearer picture… 
but where are the 
ΔI=1 contributions?!
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PV Spin Rotation in 4He
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Passage through the 4He optical potential results in a helicity-dependent total phase!
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which causes rotation of the neutron polarization!
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DDH prediction is [-16,12] x 10-7 rad/m!

constant in the 
low-energy limit!
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PV Spin Rotation Measurement Technique
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Two measurements produce a spin rotation angle!

PV rotation ~10-7 rad/m, but earth’s field would produce a rotation ~10 rad/m!!
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PV Spin Rotation Measurement Technique
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rotation around y-direction for 
average neutron wavelength	
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The Neutron Spin Rotation Experiment
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NSR-III: NIST NG-C Beam Line

•  NG-C beam line completed!
•  NG-C end station ready early 2014!
•  SM polarizer and analyzer arriving Oct. !
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NSR-III Neutron Guides

Specifications of the new i/o neutron guides

•Length of two guides: 1.25 m and 2.0 m

•Cross sectional area: 10 cm x 10 cm

•Each SM has two channels, each has a 
cross section of 10 cm x 5 cm, for a total 

n

cross section of 10 cm x 5 cm, for a total 
cross sectional area of 10 cm x 10 cm

•SM coating: Non-magnetic NiMo/Ti 
multilayers

•M=2.0,  Reflectivity > 90%

•Polarization loss < 1% per bounce

3

•  10cm x 10cm, 1.25 and 2.0 non-
magnetic supermirror (NiMo/
T) neutron guides!

•  1cm thick borofloat glass!
•  M = 2.0, R > 90%!
•  depolarization probability per 

bounce < 1%!
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NG-C Ion Chamber! NG-6 Ion Chamber!

NSR-III Ionization Chamber

•  New ionization chamber constructed and will 
be tested at Indiana University in October!

•  Based on the radially and longitudinally 
segmented detector used for NSR-II!
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NSR-II
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FIG. 1: Overview of the apparatus used to measure parity-odd neutron spin rotation in liquid helium.

FIG. 2: Distribution of measured spin rotation angles per me-
ter in liquid 4He. The solid lines are fits to a Gaussian distri-
bution with a constant background.

7 orders of magnitude more stringent at a distance of
1m than the best existing laboratory constraint, which
comes from an atomic physics measurement using a po-
larized K-3He co-magnetometer technique [25]. The
grey region in the figure shows the new combinations
of coupling strength and range ruled out by this work
down to a distance of 1 micron: at smaller distances the
constraint follows Eqn.(2). Since neutron spin rotation
involves the real part of the coherent forward scattering
amplitude the vector coupling constrained in this exper-
iment applies to an equal number of protons, neutrons,
and electrons.

A background in this measurement can in principle
come from quark-quark weak interactions present in the
Standard Model, which induce weak interactions be-
tween nucleons that violate parity. It is not yet pos-
sible to calculate the Standard Model contribution to
parity-odd neutron spin rotation in this system given
our inability to deal with the strongly interacting limit
of QCD, and indeed the weak interaction between nu-
cleons remains one of the most poorly-understood as-
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FIG. 3: Upper bounds on the product of couplings gV gnA for
a possible long-range parity-odd interaction of the neutron
with nucleons and electrons. The regions excluded by labo-
ratory experiments for ranges between 1 micron and 1 meter
are shown: constraints at shorter distances follow Eqn.(2) . The
dashed line comes from [25]. The light grey region above the
solid line shows the new regions excluded by this work.

pects of low energy weak interaction physics. One can
roughly estimate the expected size of NN weak inter-
action amplitudes relative to strong interaction ampli-
tudes to be of order 10�6 to 10

�7 for energies far below
the electroweak scale [26]. The best existing estimate of
d�

PV

/dL in n-4He from Standard Model weak interac-
tions was derived using existing measurements of nu-
clear parity violation in a model [27] which subsumes
many poorly-understood short-range strong NN inter-
action effects in nuclei by expressing parity-odd am-
plitudes in terms of isoscalar (X

n

+ X
p

) and isovector
(X

n

� X
p

) one-body effective potentials. In this model
n-4He spin rotation is directly related to X

n

. Existing
measurements [28] and theoretical calculations [29] for
parity violation in 18F constrain X

n

�X
p

, and measure-
ments in odd-proton systems such as p-4He [30, 31] and
19F [32] constrain X

p

. The resulting prediction for n-4He



NSR-II
d�PV

dz
=

⇥
1.7± 9.1 (stat)± 1.4 (sys)

⇤
⇥ 10�7 rad/m

Source	   Uncertainty	  
(rad/m)	  

Method	  

L	  4He	  diamagneIsm	   2	  x	  10-‐9	   calc	  

L	  4He	  opIcal	  potenIal	   3	  x	  10-‐9	   calc	  

Neutron	  E	  spectrum	  shi^	   8	  x	  10-‐9	   calc	  

RefracIon/reflecIon	   3	  x	  10-‐10	   calc	  

Non-‐forward	  sca`ering	   2	  x	  10-‐8	   calc	  

Polarimeter	  non-‐uniformity	   1	  x	  10-‐8	   meas	  

B	  amplificaIon	   <4	  x	  10-‐8	   meas	  

B	  gradient	  amplificaIon	   <3	  x	  10-‐8	   meas	  

PA/target	  nonuniformity	   <6	  x	  10-‐8	   meas	  

Total	   1.4	  x	  10-‐7	  

Uncertainty	  
(rad/m)	  

2	  x	  10-‐10	  

3	  x	  10-‐10	  

8	  x	  10-‐10	  

3	  x	  10-‐11	  

2	  x	  10-‐9	  

<1	  x	  10-‐8	  	  

<4	  x	  10-‐9	  

<3	  x	  10-‐9	  

<6	  x	  10-‐8	  

≤1	  x	  10-‐7	  

NSR-II! NSR-III!

moving LHe!refilling LHe!

Apparatus 
Inefficiency!

Data-taking!

NSR-II : 5cm x 5cm!
NSR-III : 10cm x 10cm!

x 10 in neutron flux!
x 40 effective increase in polarized cold neutron flux from 
enhanced neutron transport!



NSR-III Magnetic Shielding
•  Three nested layers of µ metal shielding (two external and one internal); demonstrated to reduce 

B-field in target region to <10µG, a factor of ten improvement from NSR-II. !
•  In-situ de-gaussing, internal fluxgate magnetometers, trim coils, and active field cancelation 

supplement the passive shields.!Magnetic Field mapping 
 

Magnetic Field Mapping, 3 shields 
 

•  Scan done with end caps off on one end and no de-gaussing 

•  Still a gradient of  order 5�G/cm 
•  Correct with de-gaussing shields/endcaps 

Magnetic field is responsible for a majority of  systematic effects… 

Suppression of  B field: Magnetic shields, fluxgates, trim coils, active 
feedback  

 

   

   

 

 

 

Isolating the PV signal: B shielding 
 

There are three nested layers of  magnetic shielding (� metal) to reduce the 
residual magnetic fields in the target region to less than 10�G.  Changes in the 
residual magnetic fields are small and take place over time that is larger than a 
target measurement time.  Shielding needed to be degaussed periodically since 
the shielding acquires a magnetization over time. 

Magnetic Shielding 

End	  Caps	  OFF	  
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Setup in the Apparatus 
 

NSR-III Cryogenics

•  Improved cryogenic design for reduced heat 
load, simpler assembly/disassembly, and 
more robust operation!

•  He re-liquefier removes necessity of LHe fills!
•  R&D on new LHe pump to reduce target 

change time!



NSR-III Cryogenics

test cryostat

He re-liquefier

cold head motor

heater control!
LHe level monitor!
pressure monitor

He gas return

LHe into cryostat

pulse tube!
cold head

•  Cryomech  pulse tube re-liquefier tested for 
three months of continuous operation!

•  Observed a liquefaction rate from warm gas 
of 12L/day!

•  Demonstrated ability to continuously 
maintain LHe volume comparable to spin 
rotation cryostat with little intervention 
under a heat load of ~600mW!

•  Bellows pump demonstrated equivalent 
of 100 days of data-taking in water!

•  Pumping rate in water is ten times larger 
than previous centrifugal pump!

•  Cryogenics tests are underway!

Re-Liquefier! R&D on New LHe Pump!



Additional Physics with our Apparatus
There is vigorous interest in placing constraints on spin- and momentum- dependent 
mesoscopic exotic forces:!
A New Limit on Possible Long-Range Parity-odd Interactions of the Neutron from Neutron

Spin Rotation in Liquid 4He

H.Yan and W. M. Snow⇤

Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47408, USA and

Center for Exploration of Energy and Matter, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47408

(Dated: November 23, 2012)

Various theories beyond the Standard Model predict new particles with masses in the sub-eV range
with very weak couplings to ordinary matter. A parity-odd interaction between polarized nucleons
and unpolarized matter proportional to gV gA~s · ~p is one such possibility, where ~s and ~p are the spin
and the momentum of the polarized nucleon, and gV and gA are the vector and axial vector couplings
of an interaction induced by the exchange of a new light vector boson. We report a new experimen-
tal upper bound on such possible long-range parity-odd interactions of the neutron with nucleons
and electrons from a recent search for parity violation in neutron spin rotation in liquid 4He. Our
constraint on the product of vector and axial vector couplings of a possible new light vector boson
is gV gnA  10�32 for an interaction range of 1m. This upper bound is more than seven orders of
magnitude more stringent than the existing laboratory constraints for interaction ranges below 1m,
corresponding to a broad range of vector boson masses above 10�6 eV. More sensitive searches for
a gV gnA coupling could be performed using neutron spin rotation measurements in heavy nuclei or
through analysis of experiments conducted to search for nucleon-nucleon weak interactions and nu-
clear anapole moments.

PACS numbers: 13.88.+e, 13.75.Cs, 14.20.Dh, 14.70.Pw

INTRODUCTION

The possible existence of new interactions of nature
with ranges of mesoscopic scale (millimeters to microns)
and very weak couplings to matter has been mentioned
occasionally in the past [1, 2] and has recently begun to
attract more scientific attention. Particles which might
transmit such interactions are starting to be referred to
generically as WISPs (Weakly-Interacting sub-eV Par-
ticles) [3] in recent theoretical literature. Many theo-
ries beyond the Standard Model possess extended sym-
metries which, when broken at a high energy scale,
lead to weakly-coupled light particles with relatively
long-range interactions, such as axions, familons, and
Majorons [4]. Several theoretical attempts to explain
dark matter and dark energy also produce new weakly-
coupled long-range interactions. The fact that the dark
energy density of order (1 meV)4 corresponds to a
length scale of 100 µm also encourages searches for new
phenomena around this scale [5].

Experimental constraints on possible new interactions
of mesoscopic range which depend on the spin of one
or both of the particles are much less stringent than
those for spin-independent interactions [6]. A gen-
eral classification of interactions between nonrelativistic
fermions assuming only rotational invariance [7] uncov-
ered 16 different operator structures involving the spins,
momenta, interaction range, and various possible cou-
plings of the particles. Of these sixteen interactions, one
is spin-independent, six involve the spin of one of the
particles, and the remaining nine involve both particle

spins. Ten of these 16 possible interactions depend on
the relative momenta of the particles.

In particular, there are very few laboratory constraints
on possible new interactions of mesoscopic range which
depend on both the spin and the relative momentum,
since the polarized electrons or nucleons in most exper-
iments employing macroscopic amounts of polarized
matter typically possess h~pi = 0 in the lab frame. Such
interactions can be generated by a light vector boson X

µ

coupling to a fermion  with an interaction of the form
L
I

=

¯ (g
V

�µ + g
A

�µ�5) Xµ

where g
V

and g
A

are the
vector and axial couplings. In the nonrelativistic limit
this interaction gives rise to two interaction potentials of
interest depending on both the spin and the relative mo-
mentum [8]: one proportional to g2

A

~�·(~v⇥r̂) and another
proportional to g

V

g
A

~� · ~v. As noted above many theo-
ries beyond the Standard Model can give rise to such in-
teractions. For example, spontaneous symmetry break-
ing in the Standard Model with two or more Higgs dou-
blets with one doublet responsible for generating the up
quark masses and the other generating the down quark
masses can possess an extra U(1) symmetry generator
distinct from those which generate B, L, and weak hy-
percharge Y . The most general U(1) generator in this
case is some linear combination F = aB+bL+cY +dF

ax

of B, L, Y , and an extra axial U(1) generator F
ax

act-
ing on quark and lepton fields, with the values of the
constants a, b, c, d depending on the details of the theory.
The new vector boson associated with this axial genera-
tor can give rise to L

I

above [9].
Neutrons have recently been used with success to
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Improved Limits on Long-Range Parity-Odd Interactions of the Neutron
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We show that a previous polarized 3He experiment at Princeton, plus Eöt-Wash equivalence-
principle tests, constrain exotic, long-ranged (λ > 0.15 m) parity-violating interactions of neutrons
at levels well below those inferred from a recent study of the parity-violating spin-precession of
neutrons transmitted through liquid 4He. For λ > 108 m the bounds on gAgV are improved by a 11
orders of magnitude.

PACS numbers: 13.88.+e,13.75.Cs,14.20.Dh,14.70.Pw

Yan and Snow[1] recently inferred bounds on the cou-

pling strength, gnAg
4He
V of exotic, long-range, parity-

violating interactions of neutrons from an experiment
that studied the parity-violating spin-rotation of polar-
ized neutrons transmitted through liquid 4He. Substan-
tially tighter limits on several closely related quantities
can be found by combining bounds on |gnA|2 and on |gV |2
set by previous experiments to obtain

|gnAgV | =
√

|gnA|2|gV |2 . (1)

It is convenient to define

g±V = (gpV + geV ± gnV )/
√
2 , (2)

so that g
4He
V = 2

√
2g+V .

We take our bounds on |gnA| from a Princeton optical-
pumping experiment with polarized 3He detector and
sources[2, 3] that probed the neutron spin-spin interac-
tion

V σ·σ
12 =

(gnA)
2

4πr
(σ̂1 · σ̂2)e

−r/λ , (3)

because the neutron in 3He carries most of the nuclear
spin.
Our bounds on |gV |2 come from results of equivalence-

principle tests[4, 5] that tightly constrain Yukawa inter-
actions of the form

V12 =
(gV )2

4πr
e−r/λ = VG(r) α̃

[

q̃

µ

]

1

[

q̃

µ

]

2

e−r/λ ; (4)

where, in the second relation (conventionally used to ana-
lyze equivalence-principle results[5], VG is the Newtonian
potential, α̃ is a dimensionless strength to be determined
by experiment and a general vector ‘charge’ of an atom
with proton and neutron numbers Z and N can be pa-
rameterized as

q̃ = cos ψ̃[Z] + sin ψ̃[N ] , (5)

where ψ̃ characterizes the vector charge with

tan ψ̃ =
gnV

gpV + geV
. (6)

FIG. 1: [Color online] Comparison of Yan and Snow’s 1σ con-
straints on |gnAg

+
V | [1] with those inferred from Princeton neu-

tron spin-spin studies[2] and Eöt-Wash equivalence-principle
tests with bodies falling toward a massive 238U laboratory
source [4] or in the field of the entire earth[5]. Our analysis
of the Eöt-Wash data assumes that q̃− = 0. Yan and Snow’s
upper bounds are divided by 6 orders of magnitude so that
they can be displayed on the same scale. The dashed line
shows our constraint with no assumptions about the ‘charge’
parameter ψ̃.

Note that q̃± correspond to ‘charge’ parameters ψ̃ =
±π/4. The results of this analysis are shown in Figs. 1
and 2. The |gV |2 constraint obtained from the Hoskins
et al. inverse-square test[6] would be imperceptible in
Figs. 1 and 2 because of the rapid weakening of the |gnA|2
constraint[2, 3] for λ < 0.2 m.

The experimental results of Refs. [2–5] place especially
tight bounds on gnAg

n
V , the strength of a parity-violating

neutron-neutron interaction. For this purpose we use
Eqs. 4 and 5 with ψ̃ = π/2 (i.e. q̃ = N). The differing
sensitivities of the results in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 follow from
the varying properties of the assumed charges. In Fig. 1,
q̃+ is proportional to the atomic mass number so that the
q̃/µ ratio difference of the various equivalence-principle

3
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FIG. 1: Overview of the apparatus used to measure parity-odd neutron spin rotation in liquid helium.

FIG. 2: Distribution of measured spin rotation angles per me-
ter in liquid 4He. The solid lines are fits to a Gaussian distri-
bution with a constant background.

7 orders of magnitude more stringent at a distance of
1m than the best existing laboratory constraint, which
comes from an atomic physics measurement using a po-
larized K-3He co-magnetometer technique [25]. The
grey region in the figure shows the new combinations
of coupling strength and range ruled out by this work
down to a distance of 1 micron: at smaller distances the
constraint follows Eqn.(2). Since neutron spin rotation
involves the real part of the coherent forward scattering
amplitude the vector coupling constrained in this exper-
iment applies to an equal number of protons, neutrons,
and electrons.

A background in this measurement can in principle
come from quark-quark weak interactions present in the
Standard Model, which induce weak interactions be-
tween nucleons that violate parity. It is not yet pos-
sible to calculate the Standard Model contribution to
parity-odd neutron spin rotation in this system given
our inability to deal with the strongly interacting limit
of QCD, and indeed the weak interaction between nu-
cleons remains one of the most poorly-understood as-
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FIG. 3: Upper bounds on the product of couplings gV gnA for
a possible long-range parity-odd interaction of the neutron
with nucleons and electrons. The regions excluded by labo-
ratory experiments for ranges between 1 micron and 1 meter
are shown: constraints at shorter distances follow Eqn.(2) . The
dashed line comes from [25]. The light grey region above the
solid line shows the new regions excluded by this work.

pects of low energy weak interaction physics. One can
roughly estimate the expected size of NN weak inter-
action amplitudes relative to strong interaction ampli-
tudes to be of order 10�6 to 10

�7 for energies far below
the electroweak scale [26]. The best existing estimate of
d�

PV

/dL in n-4He from Standard Model weak interac-
tions was derived using existing measurements of nu-
clear parity violation in a model [27] which subsumes
many poorly-understood short-range strong NN inter-
action effects in nuclei by expressing parity-odd am-
plitudes in terms of isoscalar (X

n

+ X
p

) and isovector
(X

n

� X
p

) one-body effective potentials. In this model
n-4He spin rotation is directly related to X

n

. Existing
measurements [28] and theoretical calculations [29] for
parity violation in 18F constrain X

n

�X
p

, and measure-
ments in odd-proton systems such as p-4He [30, 31] and
19F [32] constrain X

p

. The resulting prediction for n-4He
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Such interactions can be generated by a new light vector boson Xµ coupling to a fermion!
L =  (gV �

µ + gA�
µ�5) Xµ

Examples of the interaction potentials generated by such a coupling include!
V ⇠ g2A~� · (~v ⇥ r̂)V ⇠ gV gA~� · ~v
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NSR-III Input, Output, and Pi Coils

  

A frame of Nylon or a similar properties material will be used to mount 

the current sheets and also will serve as a support for the input/output 

guide.

Construction approach

Pi-Coil design by Chris Crawford 
(University of Kentucky)! Input and output by Libertad 

Barrón Palos (Universidad 
Nacional Autónoma de México 

Instituto de  Física)!
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